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0. Introduction. If G is a group with a finitely generated normal abelian

subgroup K, then it is well known that the isomorphism class of G is determined

by (A) the groups K and G/K, (B) the structure of K as a module over G/K,

and (C) a cohomology class a e H2(GjK;K). In principle then, it should be possible

to compute H*(G), the cohomology ring of G, from the above information. Prac-

tically, however, this seems to be impossible in general, even if we assume that

the cohomology of K and G/K is known.

The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence [7] provides us with a sequence of

differential rings (Er,dr) (r = 1,2, ■••) which approximate the ring H*(G) and

such that Fr+1 = H(Er,df). Hochschild and Serre computed E2 and found that

EpfqxHp(G¡K;H9(K)). So E2 depends only on (A) and (B) and is therefore

a rather crude approximation to H*(G). We determine d2 (and hence £3) and

show that it depends not only on (A) and (B), but also on (C).

If A is a G¡K-module, it can be considered a G-module, and we let Er(A) de-

note the spectral sequence associated with H*(G ; A). We assume F is a ring with

some "nice" properties (a field will suffice). Then H,(K;F) and H'(K;F) are

G/K-modules. We fix an integer A7 and write Er=Er(HN(K;F));Er=Er(HN(K;F)),

and Er = Er(F). The hypothesis on F implies HN(K;F)x Horn», (HN(K;F),F)

and so we have a pairing Ëp'q® Êp •i-yEp+p »«+*. There is also a canonical

isomorphism 9:E%,N-»Ff'0  since

H"iG/K;HNiK;F)) » HPiG¡K;H°iK;HNiK;F))).

Our main theorem says that to find d2 of an element ueE2'N, one takes the

product of 0(tt) eEp2° with an element xN e É\ •*'1 » H\G¡K ; HN ~' (K ;HNiK ;F))).

We now proceed to describe this element xN.

xN can be written as â2 of an element f e E°2-N « H°iG¡K;HNiK;HNiK; F))).

fN is that G/K-invariant element of HNiK ; HN{K, F)) which corresponds to the

identity   map   under   the   isomorphism   HNiK;HNiK;F))xHomFiHNiK;F),
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HN(K;F)). Now to indicate the dependence of d2 on a, we put Dx = d2 (recall

aeH2(GjK;K) classifies the extension G). So we can think of Dx as

DX:H\G¡K;H\K;HN(K; F))) -> HP+2(GIK; H"- \K; HN(K; F))).

Note that if we consider the spectral sequence for the split extension (i.e. the

case a = 0), we get a map D0 with the same range and domain as Dx (since E2

is independent of a). We then show that

Dx(f) = D0(f) - P„(a)

where D0(fN) is, of course, independent of a and P* can be described as follows:

Since K is abelian, Pontryagin multiplication in H%(K, F) yields a map F which

fits in the following composition

K*Hy(K;Z) ^*   Hy(K,F) * HomF(HN-y(K;F), HN(K;F)))

« ^-'(KjH^KjF))

where x is the map that sends 1 in Z to 1 in F. Then P* is the induced map

P*:H\G¡K;K) -> H'(GIK;HN-l(K;HN(K;F))).

Recapitulating, we state

Main Theorem.   Let ueE%'N. Then

d2(u)^i-iyeix)-[D0ifli)-p^)2.

The proof of this theorem occupies the first five sections.

§7 investigates the classes vN = D0(fN), which we call the characteristic classes

of the G/K module K. We reprove in passing a fact noted by Hochschild and

Serre; in our notation it asserts that i;1 = 0. A description of ¡/is given which

owes nothing to the notion of a spectral sequence. Examples of the theory are

discussed in §8. §8 contains no proofs; the proofs will appear in [9]. In §9 the

Main Theorem is applied to the study of an interesting class of groups arising

from the study of Riemannian geometry. These groups are characterized by the

fact that K is free abelian and maximal abelian in G, G/K is cyclic of prime order,

and G is torsion free.

We wish to thank Armand Borel for several stimulating conversations, and the

referee for many helpful comments.

1. Preliminaries. Let G be a group with a finitely generated normal abelian

subgroup K, and let <£ equal GIK. This can be summarized by the exact sequence

(*) 0->KÍG-+O->l.

We have written 0 and the left and 1 on the right to denote the trivial group;
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the notation is so chosen because we will use additive notation for K and multi-

plicative notation for O.

It is well known that in this situation K is a left <5-module and the extension

(*) is classified by an element aeH2(í>;K) (cf. [3, p. 302]). In fact, G may be

represented as pairs (k,ff) with keK and ae<P. The multiplication in G is then

given by

(ky,0-y)-(k2,0-2)   =   (ky  + ff, * fc2 + «(ff y, ff2), ff yd f)

where a is a nonhomogeneous normalized 2-cycle representing a. The homo-

morphisms j and p are then described by

j(k) = (k,l)   fot keK,

and

p(k, er) = ff   for ff e <P.

We recall here the construction of the double complex which leads to the

Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence (see Chapter I in [8] for more details). Let

A be a left G-module and C^(G) the standard homogeneous complex for G.

Let U* be the cochain complex with UJ = HomK(Cj(G), A) and with the obvious

coboundary operator. Then UJ is a left <P-module according to the rule

(<yf)(c) = g-[f(g-Kcj] fotfeUj,ceCj(G) and ffe<D and ge p~l (a) czG.

Define Lp'q = CP(<S>, U9), the group of  nonhomogeneous   cochains of <P with

values in Uq, and let L=®p qLp'q. L has two coboundary operators

d9:Lp-* -» Lp+Uq

and

da:Lp'q -» Lp'q+1

which are defined in the obvious fashion. As usual, we set

d = d<l> + (-l)pdu:Lp-q -> Lp+1-q®Lp'q+l,

which makes L a cochain complex. The spectral sequence in question arises from

the filtration of L by the groups

!,= ©!?     where Í? = © Lp'q.
3=0 Pii

Now consider Ep2'q(A). According to [7, p. 87], an element x e Ep2'q(A) can be

represented as

xp-" + xP+l'"-1GLp-q®Lp+1'q-1

such that

d^'9 = 0

(1)
d^x™ = (-T?duxp+l-q-1.
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Furthermore x is 0 in E"f\A) iff there is y»'«-1+/_1'»6LM"1 ®Lp~l'q such

that

<l*yp-1'" + i-iyduyp'q-i =x"'q

(2)
4J-** = 0.

We need to isolate the following fact:

Remark. Let xeEp2\A) be represented by xM + xp+1,rl as above. Then

d2ix)eEp+2'q~1iA) can be represented by

d^1'"'1 + 0eLp+2'q-x®LpJr^''-2.

This is clear from the discussion in [7].

We will also have need of the isomorphism

eb:Ep2-\A) « HPi<S>;H\K;A)),

and the two following descriptions of H"iK;A): Let V = HornK(Cj(K),A) and

V* =Q)jVi. Then Hq(K;A) x Hq(V*) and this is the usual homogeneous co-

chain representation. However, if U* is as defined above, we also have

Hq(K;A)x Hq(U*), and since the crux of the main argument is a comparison

of these two descriptions of H (K;A), we will go into it in some detail.

Let e:C0(K)->Z and r/:C0(G)->Z be the usual augmentations. With these

augmentations both C*(K) and CJG) are Z[K]-free acyclic resolutions of Z;

hence by general theory, they are homotopically equivalent. Using our descrip-

tion of G as pairs (k,a), we pick a specific equivalence as follows: The homo-

morphism j:K-*G:k-*ik,l) yields a chain map j+'.CJyK)-* C*(G). Define

i¡,*:C*(G)->C*(K)by

W(fro,öo),"-,(k„,o-„)) = (k0,---,k„).

Then \pj„ is the identity, and it follows that j„\¡/„ is homotopic to the identity.

However a trivial modification of the usual proof gives us the following more

convenient proposition.

Proposition 1.1. There is a chain homotopy s„:C„(G)-> C„+l(G) between

j„\¡/„ and the identity which satisfies

s„j„ = 0.

As we remarked above, 17* is a left <D-module, and this makes H*(K;A) ( x H*(U*))

also a left <D-module. It is shown in [8] (using slightly different terminology) that

if we think of H*(K;A) as H*(V*), this cD-action can be described as follows:

Let ueHj(K;A) be represented by fe VJ, and let geG and a = p(g)eO. Then

a-u is represented by f'eV' where

(3) f'ik0,-,kj) - g-[/(cr-1-fc0,-.,«7-1-fc,.)]e.4.
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Now if the action of G on A is such that K acts trivially on A, then we can write

ff -/for/', and (3) makes V* into a left <D-module. From now on we assume that

K acts trivially on A.

One must be careful in comparing the left <I>-modules V* and U* by means

of the maps j* and ip*.

Proposition 1.2.   LetfeV. Then a ■ (ip*f) e U" and

(4) j*[o-(rj)] = o--feV\

The proof consists of checking the obvious statements and will be omitted.

However, it is important to note that the analogous statement for F eU" is

not true.

2. A reduction of the problem. Let F be a principal ideal domain considered as

a trivial G-module. In the applications F will be a field or the integers. We want

to compute
d2:Ep2q(F)-»Ep + 2-q-l(F).

By a technical device, we can reduce this to a special case.

We first fix an integer N ^ 0 and then introduce two new spectral sequences

which correspond to two choices for coefficients. We recall that HN(K;F) is a

left <D-module; in an obvious fashion so is HN(K;F), and both can be considered

as left G-modules on which K acts trivially. We now consider the spectral sequences

associated with the cohomology of G with these coefficients. We put

Ep'q= EP'%HN(K;F)),

Êf"~ Ep'q(HN(K;F)),

EP,q = Ef.i (F)   all for pf q ^ 0 and r ^ 2.

Note that the above simplified notation ignores the choice of N. We hope this

will cause no serious confusion.

The universal coefficient theorem yields the following split exact sequence:

0-*Extr(HN_y(K;F),F) -* HN(K;F) -+ Homr(HN(K;F),F) -* 0.

This gives us a pairing HN(K;F)® HN(K;F)^> F, and we denote the image of

u ® a by <u,aye F for ue HN(K;F) and a eHN(K;F). If we let <J> act diagonally

on the tensor product, the pairing is a left O-module homomorphism, i.e.

<ff-u, cr-a> = <«,a>   for ffei>.

It is standard that this pairing gives a pairing of spectral sequences

Ep'q®Êp''q''-* EP+p''q+q'

and we have the usual multiplicative formula
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drix-y) = drix)-y + i-l)p+qx-d'riy)

for xeFrp,4and yeEp'-q'. Note, however, that epix-y) = i-l)q,p'ebix)-epiy).

We define an isomorphism

0:EP'N ->Ff'°

as follows: HNiK;F) is a trivial K-module so H\K;H\K;F)) x HNiK;F).

Since

EP2N  x HPi<J>;HNiK;F))

and

ÊP2°   x HPiQ>;H0iK;HNiK;F)),

we can let 6 be induced by this isomorphism.

Note that HffK;F) is an F-module. We now make the following definite re-

striction on K and F.

We assume that HXK;F) is F-free for all i.

This will be the case, for example, if F is a field, or if K is free and F = Z. Now

HNiK;HNiK;F)) x UomFiHNiK;F),H,iK;F)).

We let g N e HN(K ; HNiK ; F)) correspond to the identity map : HNiK ; F)-> HNiK ;F).

It is easy to see that gN is left fixed under the action of O on HNiK;HNiK;F)),

and hence defines an element

fNeE°2'N x H°ieî,;HNiK;HNiK;F))).

Proposition 2.1.   Let xeEp2N. Then

(5) x = Oix) •/» .

Proof.   We will use the pairing

Hpi<t> ;H°iK; HNiK ; F))) ® //°(0 ; HNiK ; HNiK ; F))) -» //p(cp ; H\K ; F)).

There is no sign change to worry about since in comparing this pairing to

El,0® E2-N-> Ei,N, the sign change is (-1)0+0 = + 1. The problem is now one

of computing cup products in //*(<!> ; ), and the result follows from the fact that

if « e H°iK ; H\K, F)) corresponds to u e HNiK ; F) and y e HNiK ; F), then

<w-gN,y> = <«,)->

and hence it- gN = u.

Proposition 2.2.   d2ix) = (-l)p0(;c) • d2(fN).

Proof. d2(x) = d2(9(x)-f) = d2(6(x))-fN+ (-l)p+0e(x)-d2(f) = 0+(-iy6(x)-d2(jN).

Now under the isomorphisms Ê°2'sx H°(<!>;HNK;HN(K;F)) and
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Ê2'«-1 k H2(Q>;HN_y(K;HN_y(K;F))),

d2 induces a homomorphism

D. : H0(O ; HN(K ; HN(K ; F))) - H2(<D; HN_ y(K ; HN(K ; F))).

We emphasize the fact that the domain and range of Dx depend only on K,0

and the action of í> on K while the homomorphism itself depends on the extension

G which is classified by aeH2(<t>;K). The next sections will be devoted to com-

puting Dx(fN).

3. A computation. In this computation of Dx(fN), no explicit use will be made

of the special properties of/" other than the fact that it lies in E°2'N(A) for some

left <P-module A ; so we will work in this generality. The basic difficulty is notational

Let

cPP-N:E"2N(A) « HP(^;HN(K;A))

be the usual isomorphisms. On the right side we have nonhomogeneous i>-

cochains in mind and think of HN(K ; A) as HN(V*). Thus if u e E2'N(A), cp°-N(u)

is the cohomology class of a cocycle feHomK(Cfj(K),A) and cp0,N(u) is left

fixed by i>, i.e. for each ae<b,a-f is cohomologous to/. So there is

«„eHom^C^.^X),^)

satisfying

(6) ôha=a-f-f.

Recalling the chain homotopy s* and the cochain maps /* and ip* defined

in §1, we can now state our result.

Proposition 3.1.  A 2-cocycle (for <D) representing

cP2-N-\d2(u))eH2(d;HN-i(K;A))

is the function X defined by

X(a,x) = ff-nI-/ifft-/-V[(^'7)° %-,]}•

for d.ieO.

Proof. We will use the interpretation of d2 given in the remark in §1. Our

first task then is to find an element of L0,N ®Li,N"x representing ueE20,N(A).

First define FeL°-N (= C0(O; UN)) by F = ipNf. Since

duF = (-lrW = 0,

F will serve as a "first component" for the representative of u . To find a "second

component," we compute d^FeC1(<P;UN). By definition

(d^F) (ff) = cr-F-FeUN = UomK(CN(G) ,A).
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Using the machinery of the end of §1, we get

a-F   = a-iibNf) = (identity)"^'OA*/)]

=   iJN^N - SN-ydN - t9N+1S.v)*[ff ■(.>*/)]

= Vj\o ■ iVf)] - ôi[a ■ (**/)] o Sjv_,) - 0,

where d^ is the boundary operator of CNiG).

The zero arises since ôf = 0. Now Proposition 1.2 says that the first term

can be rewritten as \¡/Nia-f). Hence

a-F   = r^'f)-ôi[a-iiljNf)-]osN^)

= i¡,Nif+ ÔK) -ôi[a- iibNf)_] o Sff_ f)   by (6)

d*F = duirK-[a-i^ff\osN-f).

Define YeLx'N'xby

(7) Yia) = rha-[a- (•/-"/)]o sN_,,   so

d^F = i-l)°duY.

Thus by (1), F+ YeL°-N®L1-N~1 represents ueEf-\A), i.e. Y is a second

component.

By the remark of §1, we may obtain a representative for d2iu) from

doYeL2-"-1 = C2iQ>;UN-1).

We remark here that we do not want to know d0Y itself, but rather

jN~1id<iY)eC2i<l>;VN~1), and furthermore for a given a, xe<J>, it will suffice

to know the cohomology class in HW-1(K*) of jN~1id0Yia,x)). We define

XeC2i<l>;VN-1) by

Xia, x) = f -' (cr • Y(t) - Yiax) + Yia))   for cr, x e O,

and we will show that the cohomology class of X has the desired form.

Now by (7), Yia) is the sum of what we will call a "first term" and a "second

term"; so, therefore, is X(cj,t). Using Proposition 1.2 again, we see that the first

term of Xia, x) is a • h„ — haz + ha. The second term is

°{rxb-iVfv]osN_y)} - /-'([cTT-o/^/yjo^-i)

+ jN-\[a-irf)']osN_y),

and since by Proposition 1.1, sN_yjN_y = 0, the second two terms of this ex-

pression vanish, and Proposition 3.1 now follows.
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Remark. It is obvious from its definition that a-hz — haz + ha is independent

of the particular extension (i.e. of a) and depends only on the <P-module structure

of K. The second term does however depend on a since it involves the complex

C%(G) more or less directly.

4. The second term. In this section we examine the second term defined in the

previous section. To be more precise, we define Xy and X2 by

Xy(a,x)  — cr • hz — h„z + ha   and

(8)

X2(CT,X)   =/-V(E*-(^/)]0 5tf-l)},

so X = Xy — X2. Note that for each cr, ie$, X(a,x) and Xy(a,x) ate cocycles

in V*~l = HomK(CN_y(K);A), and hence X2(a,x) is also a cocycle.

In order to analyze the complicated compositions in (8), we introduce some

more notation. Recall that Ck(G) is a left G-module, and let La-i:Ck(G)-> Ck(G)

be the homomorphism given by acting on the left with (l,ff-1)eG(<r e<I>). This

map commutes with the boundary operator in C#(G), but, of course, is not a

K-module homomorphism. Let A„:A^>A be the obvious map. Then (8) un-

ravels to yield

(9) X2(o,x) = AaoAzofoi¡/NoLz-,osN_íoLa-lojN_y.

We include here a diagram which will perhaps aid the reader in following the

discussion.

CJ¥_1(K);-^i>Cw_1(G)

La-i

CN-y(G)

SN-1

-k
CN(G)

Lt-,

A J— CN(K) <-^- CN(G)

u
A

A
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Define ^ (a, x) : Ct(K) -*C,+ y(K) by

3et(a,x) = Bazo\J/l+yoLz-iOsloLc-1ojt

where  Bp:C¡(K)-+C¡(K) for  peO  is  the  map  that  takes  (k0,---,k,)  into

(p-K, — ,p-k,).

Proposition 4.1.   For each a,x e <J>,3tif,(cr,t) is a K-module homomorphism.

Proof.   The proposition follows easily from the fact that s, is a /¿-module

homomorphism and that La and Bp satisfy the relations

La(k-x)  = (a-k)La(x)   for keK and xeC,(G),

and

Bp(fc • y) = (p • fc)B„(y)   for k e K and y e Ct(K).

Proposition 4.2.   Let El(cr,x):Cl(K)->Cl(K) be the Z-homomorphism  de-

fined by

(ai(a,x))(k0,--,k¡) = (k0 + axa(x~1,cj~1),---,ki + o-xa(x~1,a~1))

where  as  in   §1,  a   is  normalized  nonhomogeneous  2-cocycle  representing

aeH2(<J>;K). Then

(i)   S,(ff,T) is a K-module homomorphism

(ii)   ^f^(cj,x) is a chain homotopy between a^(a,x) and the identity I, i.e.

di+y^i(o-,x) + Jet.y(cj,x)dl  =  Iy-Efax).

Proof,   (i) is entirely straightforward and will be omitted. For (ii) we get

dl+yd?,(cT,x) + ¿4?,-y(cT,x) = Bazoipl+yoLz-1o(dl+yS¡ + Si-ydjo La-tj,

=  B„oi/r/oLt-,0'iOi/ri-//)oLl,-iO.7,

- Bffto ipyo Lt-iOJ,o \p¡o La-,oj, - Bato ip,o Lt-,o L„-,o/.

We indicate the value of the first of these homomorphisms on (k0,---,k¡) dia-

gramatically,

Ji:ik0,-,kt) à ((fc0,l))...,(/c(,l))(i^)(((7->-/c0,ff-i),...,((r-'-A/,ff-'))

(T-'ff-'/co,*-1),- (t_1 a-'Kx1 )^%<r_1 k0,i),»;{<r%,i)) ^(ff-'A-o,-,*-'*,)

<A<

(rV^-.i-V-'y-Sfc-.i,).
Proceeding in a similar fashion for the second homomorphism, we get
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ik0,-,k) b ((fc0,l),...,(/c(,l))^^)((<T-1/c-1   a-x),-,ia-xk„a-1))

L(x~l)

Hx'1a-1-k0 + aix-x,a-1),x-xa-l)),--,ix-xa-x ■ k, + aix~l ,a-l),x~x a~l)

ix-ia~ik0 + aix"1 ,a~1),---,x~ia-1 k, + aix'1 ,a~x))

4-
ik0 + ax- aix   \a  l),■ ■ ■,k, + ax • îj(t   l,a   ')),

which concludes the proof.

Now using the notation of §3, we can state an extension   of Proposition 3.1.

Proposition 4.3. Let Jf¡ia,x):C,iK)-* C,+ liK) be any chain homotopy be-

tween It and S,((t,t). Then a 2-cocycle representing eb2,N'1(d2(u)) is the function

W defined by

Wia,x) = a ■ hz-haz+ ha-[iox)-r\o M"N_yio,x)-

Proof. Note that [a ■ x-f]oJfN_yia,x) = X2ia,x), so that in view of the

previous discussion, the only point requiring justification is the substitution of

an arbitrary ^f *(<7, t) for the specific ¿F^ia, t) . But general theory tells us that

for any 3t"* there exist /C-module homomorphisms

T.(cr,T):C.(K)->C, + 2(K)

satisfying

dl + 2T,ia,x) + T,.yia,x)d, = sTfaz) -Xfax).

Thus if g is an Af-cocycle go 2/?n_yia,x) = goM"N_yia,x) + 0 + a coboundary.

Since (fjt •/) is a cocycle, the result follows.

5. Pontryagin products. Before continuing with the main argument, we pause

to consider Pontryagin multiplication in H^K ; ). Our basic reference for this

is [2]. We then will relate the chain homotopies 3C\ia,x) of the previous section

with the Pontryagin product.

The basic element in the definition of Pontryagin multiplication is the chain

map

P:C¿K)®zC¿K)-*C,iK)

which satisfies

(i) PikyXy ® k2x2) = iky + k2)Pixy ® x2) f°r any fc,, k2 e K and x,, x2 e CJJÍ),

and
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(ii) the diagram

C0(K)®C0(K)  -^U C0(K)

£®6

Z®Z £

z       identity        ^

is commutative.

Such maps P aways exist if K is abelian (see [2] for more details). We wish

to point out the following slight sharpening of the existence theorem for such

a P. Its proof is no more difficult than the original and will be omitted.

Proposition 5.1.  A map P can be chosen so that in addition to satisfying (i)

and (ii), it also satisfies

(iii)   if keK (and hence (k)e C0(K)) and x„ e Cn(K), then

P((k)®x„) = k-x„.

In what follows we always assume P satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii).

For keK, (k)eC0(K) and (0,k)eCy(K). We define maps

Gn(k): Cn(K) -* Cn(K): x„ - P((k)®xn)

and

D„(k) : Cn(K) -> C„+y(K) : xn -> P((0,k) ® x„).

Proposition 5.2.   G„(k) and D„(k) are K-module homomorphisms and

d„+yD„(k) + Dn_y(k)dn=    Gn(k)-I„.

Proof.   The first statement is trivial, and the second follows from

dn+lP((0,k)®xn) + P((0,k)®dxn) = [P(d(0,k)®xn) + (-iyp((o,k)® dx,)-]

+ P((0, k) ® 8xn) - P((0) ® x„) - P((k) ® x„) = x„ - k ■ xn = In(xn) - [G„(/c)](x„)

since P is a chain map.

Corollary 5.3. // we use the notation of the previous section and put

b(cr,x) = ffT-a(T_,,ff-1), then we may choose M"n(a,x)= — D„(b(o,x)).

Now we restrict back to the situation in §2 and take A to be F-free. We will

identify Hy(K;Z) with K by the canonical isomorphism. Wc remark that a cycle

corresponding to keK is 1 ®K(0,k)eZ®KC¡(K). Let

pn:H"(K;A) -> HornP(Hn(K;F),A)

be the homomorphism appearing in the universal coefficient theorem. Pontryagin

multiplication gives us a map
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Hy(K;Z)®zHn_y(K;F)-+ Hn(K,Z®zF)x II„(K;F),

or equivalently a homomorphism

P',:K-+Homg{H„_1{K;F), H„(K;F)).

With this preparation we can now state the following proposition :

Proposition 5.4. Let ueH"(K;A) be represented by the cocyle

geHomK(Cn(K),A). Then goDn_y(k);C„-y(K)-+ A is a cocycle and thereby

defines an element veH"~ (K;A). We have

Pn-l(P) = PA")0 K(k) ■

Proof. ô(goDtt-y(k)) = goDn-y(k)od„ = go[G„(k)-In-dn+yoDn(k)-]=goGn(k)-

g — 0 since g is a cocycle. Since A is K-trivial, goG„(k) = g, so goD„-y(k)

is a cocycle. For the second half of the assertion we introduce the following no-

tation : If x¡ e A ®K C¡(K) or YlomgiCfK), A) is a cycle or cocycle, xt is its homo-

logy or cohomology class. Take y®Kcn-yeA®KCn_y(K) to be a cycle, then

lA,-i00](O'®kC;-i» = [Pn-i«goGn_y(k)})-](y®Kci.y)

=    y[(gOG„_y(k))(Cn-y)l    =   y[g(P'((0,k)®Cn-y))-]

= y[(goP*(k))(c„-y)) = Pn(u) o P'*(k)(<[y ®Kci_1».

6. The Main Theorem. For the convenience of the reader, we briefly recall the

situation and notation of §2. Each aeH2(<J>;K) gives rise to an extension G

and hence to a spectral sequence ÊP'q (= Ep'q(HN(K;F))) and to a differential

d2:E2'N-+ É\'n~x   which, by a canonical isomorphism, induces

DX:H°(<Î>;HN(K;HN(K;F))) = H^iH^iKiH^KiF))).

We also have a particular element fNeH°(<b;HN(K;HN(K;F))). Since we have

assumed that Ht(K;F) is F-free for all i^p^HXKjH^KjF^^Hom^/iXKjF),

HN(K;F)) is an isomorphism for all i.

As remarked in the last section, Pontryagin multiplication gives a homomor-

phism of O-modules by the following composition :

K x Hy(K;Z)^->HomF(HN_y(K;F), HN(K;F)) Pn~' i/"1 (K;HN(K;F)).

In this section we will denote this composition by P and let P* denote the induced

map

P* : Lr'(0 ; K) -> H'(<î> ;Hn-\K; Hn(K ; F))).

Theorem 6.1.   Dx(fN) = D0(fN) - P*(a).
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Proof. §5 gives a computation of a cocycle Y which represents DJfN).

Wc have

y(cr,t) = a-hx-hat + ha+[iax)-fN^oD„_yibia,x)).

Proposition 5.4 with A = H„iK;F) together with the definition offN implies that

the term [(f7T)-/JV]oD„_1(6(cr,T)) represents?*^) where ßeH2i<S>;K) is the

class of b. The other term in Y is independent of a and is easily seen to represent

D0ifN). Hence the theorem will follow from the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2.   ß = — a .

Proof. Define c:<I>->ZC by c(a) = a(fj,o--1). It is a straightforward compu-

tation to see that b + a = ôc, which suffices to prove the lemma.

Remark. Note that Theorem 6.1 together with Proposition 2.2 yields the

main theorem of the introduction.

7. The split extension. We consider the split extension G which corresponds to

a = 0 e H2(<b ; K). In this case G is the semidirect product of K and 4>. The gen-

eral considerations of the previous discussion lead us to consider the elements

vN = D0(fN)eH2(^;HN-\K;HN(K;F))).

These classes depend only on the structure of K as a <D-module, and so we purpose

to call them the characteristic classes of the <P-module K. It is easy to see that

they vanish for a trivial <J>-module, and, roughly speaking, they provide some

measure of the difference between the cohomology of the semidirect product

and the direct product. In general we know very little about these classes. They

are not always zero — an example will be given later. We have, however, the

following fact:

Proposition 7.1.   For any (¿-module K,vx =0.

Proof. Since we have a homomorphism s:<b-+G with ps equal the identity,

naturality shows that p*:H*(eJ>;A)-* H*(G;A) is a monomorphism, and, in

fact, s*p* = (ps)* is the identity. Now the image of p* corresponds to the subgroup

E%'°(A) which is a quotient group of H*($;H0(K;A)) x H*(<I>;A). Thus

£*'°04) = E*'°(A). In particular, d2 must have image 0 for all elements of

Ff'1. But D0 is defined by d2 in an appropriate spectral sequence.

Remark. Putting together this last proposition with 2.2 and 6.1, we obtain a

formula for d2:Efx(F)-+ Ef°(F). This should be compared with [7, p. 133].

We now define the classes vN without the use of a spectral sequence.

Let C*(K) be as defined in §1, and now denote HomK(C¡(K),y4) by C'(K;A).

As usual, this is a i-module and S: C'(K;A)-+ Ci+1(K;A) is a 4>-module homo-

morphism. Thus we obtain the following usual exact sequences of c6-modules:

(10), 0 - B'(K ; A) - Z'(K ; A) ̂  H\K ; A) -* 0,
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(11), 0 -> Z'iK;A)-^C^iK;A) -> Bi+1(K;A) -» 0.

We will denote the Bockstein (or connecting) homomorphism associated to (10),

by A? and to (11), by A,1.

Let D0:H"(el>;Hq(K;A))->Hp+2(<J>;Hq~x(K;A)) be the homomorphism cor-

responding to d2:EP2"(A)-*E2+2,q~'(A) in the spectral sequence arising from

the split extension, and assume A is an F-module.

Proposition 7.2.   Let ueH°(<î>,HN(K;A)). Then

D0(u) = nN-yO AlN-yO A°Niu)e H\el>;HN-x iK; A)).

Proof. Since HN_2(K;F) is F-projectivc, ExtF(HN_2(K;F),A) = 0, so

HN~X(K;A) x HomF(//JV_i(,K;F),/l). Furthermore the computation of §3 shows

that £>o(") can be represented by a- hx — hoz + hz plus a term that vanishes since

a= —ß = 0 where Ôha = a-f — f and / represents u. The proposition now

follows upon chasing through the definition of the Bockstein homomorphisms

involved.

Remark. If we take A = HN(K;F), we obtain the promised procedure for

computing v" = D0(fN). Furthermore this provides an alternative proof that

vx = 0, since //,(/C; ) is trivial X-module, and so Bl(K;Hy(K;F)) = 0.

8. Some examples. It seems appropriate at this point to give some examples.

As must be obvious to the reader, a computation of the characteristic classes vN

is extremely difficult even if the group K is not complicated, and its cohomology

is known. So far, all descriptions of the vN depend on the specific complex C*(K).

Essentially, this is because <J> acts naturally on this complex. This complex is,

however, not always convenient for calculations. In fact, explicit computations

of the cohomology of K usually hinge on replacing C*(K) by a more "efficient"

complex. What is needed is a set of theorems that describes the classes vN in

terms of any resulotion. There is no difficulty in finding such theorems. The re-

sulting formulae will be given explicitly in [9], At the moment we state without

proof the results of some such computations. The proofs will also appear in [9].

Example 1. K = Zs = the cyclic group of order eight; $ = Z2 = the group

with two elements. 4> acts on K by multiplication by five; i.e. if eris the nontrivial

element of <J> then a • x = 5 • x. We choose A = F = the field of two elements.

Thus H,(K,F)= Z2 in all dimensions. In this case v2 = D0(f2) ^ 0. This is

the simplest example we know in which a characteristic class is nonzero — even

when the final coefficients are a field.

Example 2. In this example we again have v2 ̂  0. This time 3> is Z2 ® Z2

and K is the dual of the augmentation ideal in Z[<5], i.e. K is thus a free abelian

group of rank 3. We choose for final coefficients the group Z. Thus

v2eH2(<S>;H\K;H2(K;Z))).
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We show in [9] that this group is Z4 and v2 is twice a generator. Note that v2

has order 2. We show in [9] that v' always has order 2 (any i) if K is Z-free.

Example 3. We take $ = Zp = a cyclic group of prime order, and restrict

attention to the case where K is free abelian of finite rank as an abelian group.

All module structures for this situation are described in [6]. Making use of this

explicit detailed knowledge of these modules we can prove that vl = 0 for

all i; vieH\®',FF'-%{K,HtiK,Z))).

9. An application. References for this section are [1], [4] and especially [5].

If X is a compact flat riemannian manifold and n = iiy(x), then X is a K(n, 1),

so H*(X) x H*(n). Furthermore n is torsion free and satisfies an exact sequence

(X) 0->X-+«-»*-»l

where K is free abelian (of rank equal to the dimension of X) and normal and

maximal abelian in n ; <I> is finite and isomorphic to the holonomy group of X.

In this section we use our Main Theorem to derive some facts about the coho-

mology of such manifolds when <5 is cyclic and, in particular, of prime order.

Now we suppose <5 is Zm, a cyclic group of prime order m, and that K = L®Z

as a í>-module, i.e. K contains a direct summand Z on which <P acts trivially.

Furthermore, if aeH2(<b;K) classifies (*), we may assume a is in the image

of the map: H2(<b;Z)-* H2(<b;K) given by the inclusion.

Theorem 9.1. //£r''J is the spectral sequence for (*) with coefficients Z,

then

E°3'j x H°(Zm;HJ(K;Z));El'Jx H\Zm;W-\L;Z))

and El3J = 0 for i>l.

We sketch the proof as follows : If M is a Zm-module, we let M* be the Zm-module

Homz(M,Z). Then it is well known that HJ(M;Z)x A/M* as a Zm-module

where the exterior power is taken over Z and Zm acts "diagonally." Therefore

HJ(K;Z) x HJ(L;Z)®Z Ai/j"'(L;Z)

where "A" can be thought of as Pontryagin multiplication in H*(M;Z). Hence

£2J x H'(Zm;H\L;Z))® Hl(Zm;ZAHJ~l(L;Z))   and

(17)
E2+2-J~l x HXZ^W-^L-^VQHXZ^Z AHj~2(L;Z)),

where we have used the fact that the cohomology of Zm is periodic of order two.

Now by the Main Theorem, íí2:£2'-'^£2+2J"1 is given by cupping with ±<x

and since, roughly speaking, a is in the summand Z of M, d2 maps

ffi(Zm;ÍF/(L;Z))  onto   0,   and  takes  the   summand  H'(Zm;Z AHJ~\L;Z))
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isomorphicalfy onto //i(Zm;//'/-1(L;Z)). Therefore, away from the "left edge"

everything dies, and the theorem now follows trivially from (17), after noting

that E2'J is free so neither part dies there.

Corollary 9.2. Under the above hypothesis, the cohomology of n satisfies

an exact sequence

(18) 0->T*->//*(7r;Z)->F*-*0.

where T*, the torsion ideal of' H*(n,Z), is a finite direct sum of Zm's and has

trivial cup products while F* is a free abelian group which is a subalgebra

of an exterior algebra.

The proof follows trivially from the observation that F3 = Ex by position.

Remark. It follows from [4] that if n is torsion free, K can always be written

as L © Z, and furthermore that a is in the image of the map : H2(Zp; Z)-+H2(Zp ;K).

Hence Corollary 9.2 applies and tells us that the cohomology of a compact

riemannian manifold whose holonomy group is cyclic of prime order satisfies

(18). For an alternative approach see [5]. We should remark that this problem

provided the original motivation for this paper.
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